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Methodology

• Data used was from studies that recorded the HTTP environment 
variables starting in 2003 and for which we had not destroyed the 
data at client request.

• 924 web forms were used resulting in 1,048,512 usable cases for 
which we had the date and browser/OS information.

• Both completed and aborted survey accesses were used.
• One major banking client with 160 studies was omitted as their 

working environment does not reflect the wider web population.



Distribution over time of records used

Variation by year is due to 
business volume as well as client 
requests for destruction of all 
data collected on their behalf. 

These requests vary from year to 
year.

The data was collected at the end 
of March 2017.
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When we started Google Analytics we see a very similar picture. 
This is a snapshot from Dec 2008 (our first full month of data).

From our tabulations of 2008 data

This validation makes it reasonable to 
assume the pre-2008 data collected is 
also accurate. The Google data 
collected since follows the trends of 
our internal records pretty well.



As with the browser data, this Google Analytics snapshot from Dec 2008, 
matches the OS distribution of our internal data.

The Dec 2008 Google snapshot 
shows that same OS distribution.



Summary of findings  2003-2009

• While 2003 had few records it reflects the early Windows/Internet 
Explorer domination of the era. 

• In 2004 XP took off, Microsoft ruled, Mac OS and Linux were fringe 
players.

• 2005-2006 see the strengthening of XP’s position as dominate 
platform but IE starts to slide as Safari and Firefox start to eat away at 
the browser market share.

• 2007-2009 sees Firefox growing at the expense of IE and Chrome 
appears but is slow to gain traction among survey takers.

• In 2009 we see the slow start of Android and IOS systems.
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Summary of findings  2010-2013

• 2010 see some growth in Chrome but still less than Safari. Mobile 
creeps up to a 2% share of connections. Windows 7 growths but XP is 
still king among Microsoft users.

• 2011 Windows 7 explodes, XP fading fast, Mac OS is back. Chrome is 
up to 10% but still ½ of Firefox and IE still holds 60%. Mobile up 50% 
over 2010.

• 2012 Mobile is steady and still under 4%, Chrome up to 15% share at 
the expense of Firefox. IE still at 60%

• 2013 Mobile explodes 16% of connections on phone or tablets. 
Chrome hits 25%, IE sliding fast dropping to 43%, Safari rising largely 
due to mobile.
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Summary of findings  2014-2017

• 2014 Mobile takes 22% of all activity. Chrome hits 30% and exceeds IE 
for the first time. Safari has almost the same share as IE.

• 2015 Mobile spikes to 34%, IE is on it’s deathbed at 19%, Chrome has 
1/3 the browser share as does Safari (due to Mobile). Windows 10 
appears as does Chrome OS.

• 2016 We see a drop in mobile to 24% but think this is due to the 
types of surveys done rather than an actual drop as 2017 returns to 
the 2015 level. Chrome is at 44% and IE under 10%.

• 2017 The data was collected at the end of March but the early view 
has mobile at 45%, Chrome at 49%, IE under 8% as is Firefox.



2013-2017 Cumulative









Conclusions

• In 15 years we have moved from a world dominated by Windows 98 
and Internet Explorer firmly planted in a desktop environment to one 
where Chrome is king of desktop and Safari + iOS dominate in the 
mobile space which is about 1/3 of all connections. 

• Android running a variety of browsers is also a strong mobile player.
• Windows does however still rule the desktop space even though they 

eventually lost the browser war. Finally, almost two thirds of the 
1,068,512 survey logins over 15 years have been on Windows XP 
using some version of Internet Explorer. Not a bad legacy for 
Microsoft.
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